The Employee Choice Arrangement (ECA) gives employees greater autonomy, allowing them
to, once a year, opt to transfer the accrued benefits in their contribution accounts from an
MPF scheme under current employment (Original Scheme) to a scheme of their own choice
(New Scheme).

Transfer rule

Type of account
receiving the
accrued benefits

Employer mandatory contributions

Not transferable

–

Employee mandatory contributions

Transferable once
every calendar year1

Parts of accrued benefits in a
contribution account

(i.e. Types of contributions that the accrued benefits derived from)

Contributions from current employment

If, after careful consideration, you decide to exercise your transfer right, you will need to
complete the “Employee Choice Arrangement (“ECA”) – Transfer Election Form” (Form
MPF(S)-P(P)) (Transfer Form) to make the transfer.

Employer voluntary contributions
Employee voluntary contributions

Subject to the
governing rules of the
Original Scheme

Personal account

Contributions from former employment

Section I of the Form

Mandatory contributions transferred to the
contribution account under current employment

This section must be completed.

Voluntary contributions transferred to the
contribution account under current employment

Ensure the most up-to-date information is filled in this section.

Section II of the Form
				

Subject to the
governing rules of the
Original Scheme

Personal account
or
other contribution
account2

If you wish to transfer all your transferable accrued benefits, select option (a) “Transfer
ALL Accrued Benefits”. (Note: The accrued benefits derived from the employer mandatory
contributions are not transferable .)

Get the following information ready before
filling in the Transfer Form.
(If necessary, ask the trustee of the Original Scheme or your employer
for details.)

If you wish to transfer only one or more parts of your transferable accrued benefits, select
option (b) “Transfer Part(s) of Accrued Benefits”.

Name of the Original Scheme

You must fill in the details of the New Scheme whether you select option (a) or (b).
Please note the following:

Scheme member account number under the Original Scheme

>		If you have forgotten the name of the New Scheme and/or your scheme member
account number, check your notice of participation or membership certificate, or
enquire with the trustee of the New Scheme.

Employer’s identification number under the Original Scheme

Section III of the Form
				
				

Transferable at
any time

Select the part(s) of accrued benefits that you
wish to transfer, and then fill in the details of the
New Scheme.

>		If you have recently completed the account opening procedures and have not
yet been notified of your employer’s identification number and scheme member
account number under the New Scheme, you may leave them blank.

(If you are unsure about any of it, enquire with the trustee of the
New Scheme.)

Section IV of the Form

Pay attention to your signature specimen.

When you sign the Transfer Form, your signature should be identical with your
specimen signature held in the record of the trustee of the Original Scheme. If you
have forgotten what your specimen signature is like, please contact the trustee of the
Original Scheme.

Your contribution account under current employment accumulates accrued benefits in
different parts. Under ECA, the different parts of your accrued benefits have different
transfer rules:

Remember: Your transfer application may be delayed or even not be processed
if the information in the Transfer Form is incorrect or incomplete.

1

Unless the governing rules of Original Scheme provide for more frequent transfer-out.

2

Only applies to employees with two or more contribution accounts. If an employee is employed by more than one employer at the same time,
he/she may have more than one contribution account.

After you have completed and signed the Transfer Form, submit it directly to the trustee
of the New Scheme. Your employer is not required to be involved in the process.
Ensure you have opened an account under the New Scheme. If you have not done so,
contact the trustee of the New Scheme for enrolment when you submit the Transfer Form.

After you have submitted the Transfer Form, the trustees of the Original Scheme and the New
Scheme will process your transfer application according to the following three steps. If the
information in the Transfer Form is complete and accurate, the whole transfer process will
generally take about two to three weeks to complete.

STEP1

ask the trustee of the New Scheme to send you the Form;
Transferring accrued benefits involves the buying and selling of fund units. After the trustee
of the Original Scheme has redeemed the funds and before the trustee of the New Scheme
has subscribed to new funds, there will generally be a time-lag of one to two weeks, during
which your accrued benefits will not be invested in any fund. During this period, fund prices
may change due to market fluctuations, and there is a risk of a “sell low, buy high” scenario
occurring. For instance, if the fund price is on an upward trend, your existing fund units in the
Original Scheme may be sold at a low price level, while the new fund units in the New Scheme
be bought at a relatively higher price.

download the Form from the “Forms” section of the MPFA website; or
obtain the Form by fax through the MPFA hotline at 2918 0102 (Press 7-3-3 after
choosing language).

If you are currently investing in one or more MPF guaranteed funds in the Original Scheme,
you should check whether the transfer of accrued benefits would violate certain guarantee
conditions, such as the minimum investment period thus disqualifying you from entitlement
to the guarantee. You should take into consideration of this before making a transfer.
Receives the Transfer Form and verifies the information in the
Form, and then sends the Transfer Form to your trustee of the
Original Scheme.

When you exercise your ECA transfer right, consider transferring your accrued benefits to
your existing personal account to avoid creating new personal accounts. The more personal
accounts you hold, the more scattered your MPF assets will be, and the more time and effort
you will need to spend on managing them.

STEP2
Receives the Transfer Form from the trustee of the New Scheme and
verifies the information and your signature in the Form; sells the fund
units in your contribution account and transfers the relevant amounts to
the trustee of the New Scheme.

If you transfer the accrued benefits to a newly-opened personal account, consider
consolidating any other personal accounts you hold into this new account. The MPFA’s
“How to Consolidate MPF Personal Accounts” leaflet provides detailed information about
the account consolidation procedure.

Refer to the MPFA booklet
“Employee Choice Arrangement - MPF Boss Tactics”
which contains more information about the ECA transfer
arrangements, some useful tools and the factors to consider
when selecting MPF trustees and schemes, and the potential
risks of transferring accrued benefits.

REMEMBER
Receives the amounts from the trustee of the Original Scheme and buys
fund units in accordance with your instructions.

On completion of the transfer process, you will receive two documents: (1) a “Transfer
Statement” from the trustee of the Original Scheme and (2) a “Transfer Confirmation”
from the trustee of the New Scheme. You should check both documents to ensure that
the transferred amount and the account details are correct.

For enquiries, please contact the MPFA or your trustee.
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